Romans
#8 Free—Thank God! (7:1-25)
Study Notes

Sermon Notes
We are free from sin. So why then do we s3ll sin?
➣

Dead to the Law
Paul explains that in Christ we are not only dead to sin (Romans 6), but also to the law (7:4).
This does not mean that the law is sin or the root cause of our sinning (quite the contrary:
7:12)! But just like a spouse is no longer legally bound to her husband from the moment he
has died, so we too are to consider ourselves dead to the law. As if we were living in the
same country, but from now on with a new (and beRer) ci3zenship (of another country),
the law cannot condemn us anymore.

➣

Free from Figh3ng a Losing BaRle
7:14-24 describe the baRle even a Chris3an is bound to lose, because it is the aRempt to
fulﬁl the will of God in and by ourselves—or, as Paul would say, “in our ﬂesh”. This does not
mean that our bodies or anything physical would be bad. Rather, we are living in our bodies
like in ruins that cannot protect us against the heavy weather of sin and evil. Just like the
Nordic darkness during the winter months “weakens” our bodies, so are we weakened in
our resistance to sin. The cure is simple: don’t try to protect yourself by aRemp3ng to win
this baRle alone.

➣

Free to Live in Christ
In 8:1-4 Paul will again remind the Romans of everything Christ has already done and that
therefore there is “no condemna3on for those who are in Christ Jesus”. Legally, we are not
under the law anymore (and certainly not under the dominion of sin): we are God’s
children (8:14-15), belong to him and are free to live in Christ. Instead of fearing the Bible
as a book of rules that condemn and cri3cise us, we can read on every page what God has
done for us and that we are free-thank God!

Ques-ons for Discussion
1

Can you remember an instance in which you have been frustrated with yourself for having
done the wrong thing despite knowing it was wrong?

2

Why and in what sense are we dead to the law?

3

Can you explain what happens when Chris3ans sin—and why or when this happens?

4

Why do you think do we so easily—also as Chris3ans—look at ourselves (instead of always
looking at Jesus?

5

When you are struggling with sin and tempta3on, do you have someone you can ask to
pray for and with you?

6

Close in prayer.

